
 
BASIC SUBMISSION GUIDELINES FOR HISTORY IN MOTION 

 

Below is a brief breakdown of how to create a submission for our publishing consideration: 

 

A complete submission will consist of THREE components: 

 

1. One electronic file (Word doc or rtf) with the main manuscript (your story) 

2. One electronic file (Word doc or rtf) with captions to illustrations (each caption headed by 

the image’s file name) 

3. Electronic images (see below for details) 

 

MANUSCRIPT (your story) GUIDELINES 

** History in Motion can no longer accept submissions that are not in electronic format. Preferred program 

for submission is Microsoft Word. If you don’t have Word, save your document in rich text format (.rtf) or 

as a simple text (.txt) document. 

 

**Be sure to put the title, your name and address on the manuscript! 

 

**Manuscripts should generally not exceed 1,000 words and 6-8 photos unless otherwise specified. If your 

article is longer than that, please contact me directly so that we can determine how to fit your piece within 

this framework.  

 

**All paragraphs should have more than one sentence. 
 

**Do not embed illustrations in your manuscript. Instead, send images as their own unique jpg.  Try to 

label your photos in the order they should appear in the article (e.g., “figure 1, figure 2, etc.) 

 

**Do not attempt to create charts or tables within your document.  If a table is required, simply create as a 

series of lines in which you use a single tab between elements. Make a hard return at the end of each line. 

Do not try to make it “look right” in word...just one tab between elements!  We will create the table in our 

design program 

 

**Don't let your word processing program superscript "th" "st" or "rd" after numbers. Simply type it all out 

in the same font size: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc. That superscript style goofs up spacing on the rest of the page. 

 

** To avoid confusion between the common American MM/DD/YY format, and the European 

DD/MM/YY, let’s use a modified military style for dates: DD/Month/YYYY. For example, 01 September 

1939. We can actually drop the “0” in the days to:  1 September 1939. 

 

**And here is the biggy—one I have to work on myself.  The "double space" after a terminal punctuation 

mark (like a period or exclamation point), is a thing of the past.  Today’s accepted form (and one we follow 

in History in Motion) is a single space after a terminal punctuation mark.  It makes me smile, though, 

when I see those double spaces. I think, "There's another person who sat through countless high school 

typing classes!" Actually, I bet they don't have typing classes anymore! 

 



** “WWI” or “WWII” are the preferred shortened version of World War One and World War Two. Not, 

“Second World War,” “WW2” or other forms.  “Great War” or the “War to End all Wars” is okay in an 

introduction to an article but use only once in the article.  

 

CAPTION GUIDELINES 

** Captions are probably the second most important entry into an article. Readers look at pictures first, 

read captions second, and then decide if they will read the article.  Avoid making direct reference in the 

article to particular images (for example, "See Figure 3").  There is no guarantee every image will be 

printed, so this will avoid embarrassing, empty references that aren't caught during proof reading. Use the 

captions to tell the reader why the image is included in the article. 

 

** Re-label all images and captions in the sequence of “Figure 1, Figure 2, etc.” A caption should be 

labeled with the name, followed by a hard return. For example: 

 “Figure 1.jpg 

 This is where you would write your caption….”  

 

** A good caption will: Tell the reader WHAT they are seeing and tell them WHY they are seeing it. 

It shouldn't just repeat text from the manuscript. Write full sentences.  Avoid simple identification (e.g., 

“M151A1 Mutt” or “The WWI Mark V tank”). Be sure that the caption sentences contain a subject, verb, 

and predicate.  Captions should be to be 10-25 words in length. 

 

**Avoid starting captions with “Here is...,” “This photo shows...,” or “This is the...” 

 

PHOTO GUIDELINES 

** Electronic images are preferred but they must be tifs or jpgs (in RGB) and must have a minimum 

resolution of 300dpi at 4" x 6" (that is, 1200 pixels x 1800 pixels).  Any less than that, and we can't use 

them. DO NOT EMBED PHOTOS IN THE MANUSCRIPT. Each image must be its own, independent file. 

 

**Label all photographs (whether hard copies or electronic) in the sequence “Figure 1,” “Figure 2,” etc. Do 

not number images as a subset, that is “figure 1a” “Figure 4c”, etc. Image names can only be 24 characters 

max, and can't have any weird characters like: ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) + = > < { [ } ] | \ ‘ “ : ; , ? / ` ~ • ¶ § ∞ ∞ 

¢ º ª  ¡ £ and so on.  

 

**All images must have their own caption (see above). 

 

**Prints or slides are fine if that is the only way we can provide images. Do not send photocopies of 

photographs. Avoid sending original photos or artwork — they won’t be returned. Make sure all images are 

marked with the same corresponding name used to head the captions so we know how to match photos to 

captions. 

 

SENDING YOUR SUBMISSION 

Delivered by e-mail or transfer service (the latter is PREFERRED--I use www.wetransfer.com with 

100% success. See instructions below).  

 

A complete submission will have THREE parts: 

1. One Word or .txt file with the story 

2. One Word or .txt file with captions  

3. Separate email containing a zipped file of high-resolution jpgs or tifs (a minimum of 300dpi at 4" x 6").   

 

Do not send more than 10 images per compressed file (unless using wetransfer.com or some other cloud-

based transfer service. Then, feel free to load it up to the maximum allowed). 

 

USING WETRANSFER.COM to send files and / or photos 

 

SENDING FILES: 

This will avoid filling up an email box with heavy files. 



 

1. Log onto wetransfer.com 

 

2. An ipod-looking device will appear in the middle of your screen. 

 

3. Enter recipient’s email address (mine: crookedcreekpublishing@outlook.com ) where indicated 

 

4. Enter your email address where indicated. 

 

5. Select files to upload (You can drag and drop files to the ipod device). 

 

6. Click “SEND.” 

 

7. It will prompt you for a code that was automatically sent to your email.  Enter that code and click 

“SEND” again.  It will take a few minutes, but you can watch the progress 

 

When the files are uploaded to the cloud, you will receive a notice telling you they have been successfully 

uploaded. 

 

When photos are ready to download from the cloud, I will receive an email. 

After I have downloaded the files, you will receive a confirmation email.  

 

Simple as that—no bounced emails due to storage limitations 

 

If you can’t get Wetransfer.com to work, try Dropbox and send an invitation to me after your files have 

been uploaded. 
 

Delivered by snail mail, a complete submission will have:   

**Thumb drive containing all images and two electronic files: a. Manuscript text and b.  Captions. Please 

LABEL your thumb drive.  

 

**Print out of the manuscript and captions 

 

Send all submissions to: 

 

John Adams-Graf, Editor 

History in Motion 

901 Fourth St., Suite 50 

Hudson, WI 54016 

crookedcreekpublishing@outlook.com 
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